
LETTER OF INTENT 1(1)

12  APRIL 2019

This letter declares City of Helsinki
further Party, 
intent to collaborate in the research project: Ethical AI for the Governance of the Society (ETAIROS)
Party Website www.hel.fi
Contact info Mikko Rusama, Chief Digital Officer, tel. +358 50 57 22229

Party contributes to ETAIROS project Co-Innovation Forum (CIF) as a Member

The objective of the participation is:

Write here interests and expectations for the CIF work

City of Helsinki aims to be the most functional city in the world that makes the best use of digitalization. The aim is 
to be more proactive and personalized in serving our residents and different stakeholders. Ethical use of data and AI 
are essential enablers to this vision. We except CIF work to help us working towards this vision and finding practical 
solutions to ethical issues together with the leading experts.

The main collaboration partners of the party will be:
ETAIROS consortium

The proposed collaboration covers a period of 3+3 years
From 01.06.2019 to 31.08.2025

The role of CIF and 
planned activities

The Co-Innovation Forum is a tool 1) for co-innovation of applicability and exploitation of 
AI in the society, 2) for elaborating and discussing thematic AI cases provided by Key Case 
Partners, and 3) for evaluating practical and social relevance and generalization of research 
results, and 4) for contributing to the outreach and visibility of the project. CIF consists of 
1) Key Case Partners with specific thematic cases of AI, and 2) representatives of 
committed collaborating organizations and companies. CIF meets regularly 3-4 times per 
year. Membership is company/organization specific; each organization nominates 1-2 
primary contact persons in CIF; participation is however not limited to these persons.

We have familiarized ourselves with the project contents, aims and goals. We recognize that this letter of content is 
not a commitment to enter into research programme in financial terms but represents willingness to collaborate as a 
member of the Co-Innovation Forum of ETAIROS project.

Sincerely,

______________________________________________________
Name: Sami Sarvilinna, City Manager
Organisation: City of Helsinki 

http://www.hel.fi

